We present an algorithm that allows two users to establish a symmetric cryptographic key by incorporating the most important features of the wireless channel in vehicle-tovehicle (V2V) communication. The proposed model includes surrounding scatterers' mobility by considering other vehicles; it also includes three-dimensional (3D) multipath propagation. These temporal variability attributes are incorporated into the key generation process where non-reciprocity compensation is combined with turbo codes (TCs). For fair comparisons, the indexing technique is applied in conjunction with the nonreciprocity compensation technique. A series of simulations are run to calculate key performance indicators (KPIs). The entropy values were high throughout all rounds of simulation and estimated around 0.94 to 0.99 bits per sample. Furthermore, simulation results reveal a decrease in bit mismatch rate (BMR) and an increase key generation rate (KGR) when TCs are used. The estimated BMR is nearly the same for different key lengths, and it is estimated to only 0.02 with TCs, compared to 0.22 obtained with the indexing technique. Finally, the key generation rate was also reported high ranging from 35 to 39 for the 128-bit symmetric keys per minute with TCs, while it is ranging from 3 to 7 when compared with a sample indexing technique published in the public domain.
I. INTRODUCTION
RADITIONAL wireless communications are vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks where certain aspects of confidentiality, integrity, and availability are violated. Conventional cryptographic solutions based predominantly on-stream ciphers generate shared secrets using precomputational techniques or public key cryptography [1] . Aspects around centralised key management and computational complexity can render these solutions difficult to be often employed dependent on hardware configuration and requirements. Public key cryptography, in particular, has proved to increase computational complexity during secret key generation, especially for low-end energy efficient devices [2] . Research activities have initiated in the area of fast and efficient key generation algorithms via physical layer characteristics. Channel-based key extraction approaches try to exploit the physical properties of wireless channels such as reciprocity and temporal/spatial variability in an attempt to provide the necessary randomness for the symmetric key creation [3] , [4] . Indeed, the wireless channel acts a medium to increase key generation rate, cryptanalytic resistance, and quality of keys generated between end points due to the inherent stochastic nature of wireless propagation channels [5] . In a typical VANET environment where access to infrastructure is given (see Fig.1 ), the wireless links between nodes and co-existent adversaries experience uncorrelated channel attributes. Nodes are also distributed and selforganized with the majority of wireless communication carried out by on-board units (OBU) integrated with additional services and processes running [6] . Therefore, these channels in vehicular networks can offer some level of confidentiality during the key generation process between parties, which reduce the computational complexity and relax certain barriers related to key management requirements. Due to the mobility of nodes in VANETs, the network communication and topology is prone to constant changes acting almost like a random variable in time. 
Error Reconciliation with Turbo Codes for Secret Key Generation in Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks
In this paper, all the essential vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication characteristics are incorporated in the key generation process such as surrounding scatterers' and threedimensional (3D) multipath propagation. The receiver's channel response (Bob's channel) is synthetically generated by employing the comprehensive parametric stochastic V2V channel model presented in [7] . The transmitter's samples (Alice's channel) are modelled by adopting a channel gain complement technique which compensates channel nonreciprocity, inherent in any realistic wireless communication scenario [8] . Only samples above and below the thresholds imposed are allocated, then turbo coding (TC) technique is implemented for information reconciliation.
For fair comparisons, the indexing technique described in [9] was applied in conjunction with the non-reciprocity compensation technique in [8] . Compared to the existing standard indexing technique, significant improvement in the key performance indicators (KPIs) is observed with TCs, namely for the key generation rate (KGR) and bit mismatch rate (BMR).
This paper is organised as follows. In Section II, the authors present their algorithm and the adopted V2V channel model. A Graphical User Interface (GUI) was designed to run the developed algorithm. Thus, simulations are run, and performance analysis is carried out in Section III. Several key performance indicators (KPIs) are employed. Finally, Section VI draws some conclusions. Fig. 2 presents the algorithm's strawman. First of all, synthetic data is generated for demonstration purposes by employing the Monte Carlo simulation method [10] , [11] . The input parameters of the algorithm are provided by the inherent physical attributes of the dynamic V2V propagation channel introduced hereafter. A. V2V channel model The adopted channel model is the comprehensive parametric stochastic V2V channel model presented in [7] . The channel may include a line-of-sight (LOS) path between the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx), or it may be an obstructed, i.e., non-LOS (NLOS) link. The vehicles are in motion, and all are equipped with both Tx and Rx. In suburban areas, the density of vehicles would be smaller, with buildings set farther back from the street. Vehicle density will also affect the V2V channel characteristics. The frequency-time variant channel response is an ensemble of several frequency-time realisations. Furthermore, we consider 3D scattering at both the Tx and Rx. The existence of mobile scatterers between Alice and Bob is also modelled as a means of covering all the effects inducing temporal variability.
II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM'S STRAWMAN

B. Receiver's samples
For simulation purposes, we use the theoretical channel model that has been previously described in [7] . The timevariant channel response (Bob's response in time domain) is expressed as
The Doppler frequency is determined by Tx mobility, scatterers' mobility and Rx mobility, respectively: = , + , + , . Each l th multipath component has its own Doppler shift resulting from the angle of departure (arrival) from the mobile Tx (to the mobile Rx). Details and calculations of the Doppler shift are available in [7] .
C. Non-reciprocity compensation and Transmitter's Samples
To generate the transmitter's response ( ) (Alice's channel estimates), the non-reciprocity compensation technique presented in [8] is applied. A channel gain complement technique is used to model the transmitter's samples. The adopted technique compensates channel nonreciprocity, inherent in any realistic wireless communication scenario. Thus, a zero-mean Gaussian noise variable is at any sample time to the receiver's samples ( ) [9] :
The variance is estimated by the discrepancy of the transmitter and receiver samples [9] .
D. Quantization and Thresholding
For simulation purposes, an upper and lower threshold are used in the model. After generating the receiver and transmitter's envelopes, Alice and Bob use their channel estimates to discard samples in between the thresholds while selecting only samples above and below the upper and lower threshold, i.e., lossy thresholding. Currently, the lossy quantization scheme from [9] is adopted:
where G is the sample level and q+, q-the upper and lower thresholds used to quantize the samples. We use this approach to compare it against our TC correction process presented in Figure 2 .
E. Indexing technique
Alice and Bob exchange channel estimates to find samples above and below the thresholds imposed. Those estimates are samples in a form of an excursion for successive estimates (bit values of 0s and 1s) in half-duplex communication. Thus, Alice and Bob cannot probe the channel simultaneously. Segments of excursions are created whenever a channel estimate is discarded during the quantisation process. The indexing technique simultaneously accomplishes thresholding and information reconciliation. Indeed, a random set of these segments is exchanged between Alice and Bob. They check whether their segments match, and both quantise their channel estimates according to the final shared list.
F. Information reconciliation using Turbo Codes in VANET
In the early nineties, the invention of turbo codes (TCs) [12] was a revival for the channel coding research community. The turbo encoder is formed by the parallel concatenation of two Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) codes separated by an interleaver or permutation. They are called "turbo" about the analogy of the use of feedback in the decoding process, like the turbo principle of a turbo-charged engine, which reuses the exhaust gas to improve efficiency. The turbo decoding principle calls for an iterative algorithm involving two component decoders, one decoder for each elementary encoder. Each decoder estimates the 'a posteriori probability' (APP) of each data bit. The APP's are used as a priori information by the other decoder. This exchange of information improves the error correction performance with a set number of iterations. Performance generally improves from iteration to iteration but follows a law of diminishing returns. The near-capacity performance of TCs and their suitability for practical implementation explain their adoption in various communication standards. In [13] the authors investigated TCs to be used for reconciliation. The study of TCs in [14] shows that they have a good potential for reconciliation purposes. The efficacy of TCs with regards to their error correction capabilities in various wireless communication standards is also recorded in [15] . The authors in [16] demonstrate the improved performance of TCs over the indexing technique in VANETs and incorporate, for the first time, physical propagation characteristics in their model. In our model, parameters such as 3D scattering and scatterers' mobility are also incorporated. In the next, simulations are run, and performance analysis is carried out.
III. SIMULATIONS RESULTS
The authors have designed a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to run the developed algorithm. The GUI is not fundamental to the core algorithmic operation and can be omitted in real-life implementations or fabricated products. An implementation of Alice's and Bob's samples is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The thresholding scheme employed influences the number of samples discarded from both Alice and Bob. The GUI output also demonstrates the number of keys established during the simulation and the total time required to generate those keys.
A. Simulation results
Before defining the performance indicators, we first analyse the channel probing rate. It determines the rate at which the V2V channel is probed to secure highly uncorrelated successive samples. Thus, we have first appropriately defined the probing rate to maximise the entropy in the subsequent quantization step. To ensure the same number of channel estimates are collected for the transmitter and the receiver, the same probing rate is used for both Alice and Bob.
)
The core key performance indicators (KPIs) of interest in our protocol up to this stage are the entropy, the key generation rate (KGR), the randomness of the generated bits for symmetric keys and bit mismatch rate (BMR). The entropy is an important metric which quantifies the randomness of the generated bit string. A lack of entropy can have a negative impact on performance and security. Therefore, it is important to establish a secret key with high the entropy to restrain the ability of Eve to get that key. Usually, BMR is defined as the ratio of the number of bits that do not match between Alice and Bob to the number of all the bits extracted from quantisation.
After the thresholding stage and appropriate quantisation, Bob's channel estimates are fed to the input of a TC. Contrary to the indexing technique where an upper and lower threshold are defined, and some bits are discarded; the quantisation scheme with TCs is lossless since a single threshold is adopted with the potential to substantial increase the key generation rate [17] . To generate symmetric keys for Alice and Bob, an iterative turbo decoding process is then performed to obtain a symmetric output. The BMR and the Bit Error Rate (BER) can be measured to evaluate the performance of the reconciliation method with TCs. Comparisons are made against the sample indexing technique already applied in our algorithm as discussed in subsection III.E. The discarded indexes after Alice and Bob have probed the channel are considered in calculating the BMR. Thus, the BMR is measured as a ratio of the number of bits that do not match between the transmitter and the emitter to the number of bits extracted by the adopted quantization process after appropriate thresholding. The key generation rate for different key lengths is computed in In Table I . Compared to the samples' indexing method in [9] , there was a significant improvement on both BMR and key generation rate. While the estimated BMR with the indexing technique is around 0.22, the BMR with single thresholding is divided by ten and it is estimated to only 0.02. Note that the BMR with the indexing technique is nearly the same for different key lengths which is coherent with the uniform method used by authors and algorithm presented in [9] . Furthermore, we report the BER performance of the TC for the block size 5000 bits, at coding rate. Thus, the total number of samples is 10000 bits for both Alice and Bob. For a signal to noise ratio = 0.5 , the simulated BER to generate a symmetric shared key between Alice and Bob after error reconciliation is estimated to only 6 × 10 −2 for the 1 st iteration using TCs while the BER is 3 × 10 −4 for the 4 th iteration (see Fig. 4 ). Also, the obtained key generation rate is considered high for different key lengths. For example, the secret key rate varies from 3 to 7 symmetric keys per minute with the indexing technique to generate the 128-bit symmetric key. When TCs are used for reconciliation purposes, the secret key rate depends on the number of decoding iterations and it is varying between 35 and 39 good keys per minute. Indeed, increasing the number of iterations in the TC can significantly improve the BER, thus generating more symmetric keys. However, a compromise should be found since this operation is computationally expensive and adds a delay in the process. In the simulations of Table I , the maximum number of turbo decoding iterations is set to 4 iterations. The simulations results shown in Table I reveal similar improvements for different key lengths during the key extraction process. Finally, as part of the error reconciliation process, high entropy values are recorded throughout all rounds of simulation. Note that the higher the entropy, the limited the ability to deduce a secret key established by an adversary such as Eve.
In future studies, we would like to further investigate TCs for error conciliation purposes. To improve the KPI and particularly increase even more the KGR, performance of TCs used for reconciliation purposes is being investigated. We will focus on several parameters BER performance of TCs, such as number of decoding iterations but also decoding algorithms, generator polynomials, and the permutation used. Furthermore, we are working towards the single thresholding process by creating a dynamic threshold that is updated according to the receiver's samples. Fig. 4 . BER performance of TC for a block length of 5000 bits. All simulations use the BCJR algorithm with 4 decoding iterations.
IV. CONCLUSION
We proposed an algorithm considering the most important features in V2V communication such as 3D multipath propagation and surrounding scatterers' mobility. Synthetic data were generated for the purpose of a demonstration by employing the Monte Carlo simulation method. Simulations were run successfully by combining non-reciprocity compensation with turbo codes. Compared with a sample indexing technique in the public domain, results have shown significant improvements for key generation rate and bit mismatch rate with high entropy values obtained throughout all rounds of simulation.
